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Introduction
Hachimitsu Academy, a top class girls boarding school with a long history, has recently decided to
become a girls and boys school, against the wishes of many of the students already going. The fancy,
high class school is home to many rich, pretty ladies and the thought of dirty boys coming in and
ruining all that? It just raises some hackles.

None more so than for the Underground Student Council, the ‘vigilante’ organisation that enforces
the traditional rules of the academy, rules that go back decades. They force anyone that breaks
these rules, aimed to protect the female students and keep them on the ‘right’ track, into a prison
built in the centre of the school for punishment. The prison school of the title. Mari is the girl that
leads the USC, the daughter of the school’s much more reasonable Chairman that made the choice
to convert the school to a Co-Ed school, and Mari is aided by her two more violent friends, Meiko
and Mari. The USC is ultra popular among the girls and they plan to order almost all the girls to
ostracise any incoming male students.

The existing Aboveground Student Council is nominally the official one but lacks any real power.
Kate, the leader, and her friends Risa and Mitsuko, would very much like to change this and replace
the USC as the most popular organisation in the school. But for now, they wait, looking for a chance
to humiliate and expose the USC for the violent hypocrites they see them as. And they might just be
what they accuse them of.

It’s into this situation that five young men are about to be thrust. Kiyoshi, Takehito, Shingo, Jouji and
Reiji are first year students about to enter the Academy as the first male students ever. Tomorrow is
the first day of school and an ill-thought out expedition to spy on the girls tomorrow night will see
the boys start their stay in the prison school. A stay that might end with catastrophe for the entire
school.

You’ll be starting at this time, as a student or teacher at Hachimitsu Academy. You’ll be spending ten
years in this place, more than enough for even the most degenerate student to finish their education
and become a worthy adult. You’ve got 1000 Choice Points (CP) to spend while here.



Origins
New Student
One of the new guys, just transferring in as Hachimitsu Academy converts to become a co-ed school.
It’s you and five other boys, all alone in a school of several hundred girls that range from
unwelcoming to actively hostile. You’ve got some weird male peers but if you were open to it, they’d
make for some very devoted friends, at least if you suffer alongside them. Try not to get caught
doing anything bad or the Underground Student Council will send you to the prison.

Student
A current student of the academy, almost certainly a girl given the academy’s past but perhaps
something strange occurred. You’ve had a petty normal life, with a few ordinary friends to call your
own. You might be a junior member of the Aboveground Student Council, though it’s unlikely many
people care. Life is good, as long as you ignore exam hell and focus on having fun with your girls.

Underground Student
Someone has to take care of discipline and the adults are too impotent. So you joined the
Underground Student Council or just help out other junior members when you can. The girls of the
school need someone to help keep them safe, especially from the dirty freak guys from other
academies in the area. You might not know so many normal people but you’ve made a few friends
when it comes to the rough types, other girls that like doing the right thing the violent way. If you’re
not a girl, it’s going to be difficult to have others in the USC care much for you.

Adult
School is just a fond memory for you, since it’s a job now. You graduated from Hachimitsu a few
years ago and currently work as a new teacher at the school, perhaps this is even your first year.
You’re relatively well liked by the students, though some of themmight not respect you if you’re a
guy, and the job itself isn’t particularly hard. The kids are bright and your coworkers are friendly and
supportive. Sometimes the Chairman might act pretty weird but if that’s all you need to deal with,
that’s not so bad.

Your gender remains the same as previous jumps, though the Male Student option can change to
male if they want and Students and Underground Student can be Female for free if need be. Your
age is 15 or 16 for New Student, Student and Underground Student. For Adults, you can be 18+4d8
years of age. Both gender and age can be freely changed within possible limits for 100CP.



Perks
100cp perks are free for their origins and all other perks are discounted for their connected origins.

Looking Weird, Jumper?- Free
People stand out here, for good or bad. Most of them are pretty cute, some are even quite beautiful,
and a handful are just really god damn weird looking. The boys of the story range from looking like
animated corpses to looking like a living potato man giant, complete with tiny face. This free perk
lets you make a new appearance for yourself like this, or enhance an old one. You can be reasonably
cute, beautiful, handsome and attractive or go for something weirder. You’ll also be able to change
your art style and tone somewhat, just like the characters in the show, from becoming hyper-defined
and shaded to cartoonishly simple.

Prison Chain- Free
Does anyone know why the overly busty student discipline office is doing sweat-covered sit ups in
such a short dress in the open? Why does the cute girl next to you have to drool and moan with
every bite of her lunch? How do you keep ending up in close contact with attractive, scantily clad
ladies over and over without meaning to? It’s because this world, and with this option, future worlds
are just naturally of a lewd nature. The world around you, no matter the world, is far more
suggestive, risque and outright perverted. Both the characters you meet, the sights you see and the
situations you find yourself in will very often be given a much more perverted undertone, and
usually overtone too given this story. They’ll be a lot more attractive too, the people you meet, with
a wide range of curvy, svelte, muscular and bulky all being more possible.

Beast Master- 300
It’s just so out of place. Through some very strange and quickly forgotten event in your childhood,
you formed a close connection with a particular animal. Which apparently lets you call that animal to
you and command it, even making it attack other people. Crows, dogs, cats, wolves, spiders. You’ll
rarely find yourself in an area without at least a few of your chosen, mundane, animal nearby even if
it probably doesn’t make much sense. People generally tend to think that this is just because you’re
really cool rather than the actual supernatural power it apparently is. You also won’t forget you have
this power a few chapters into your story.



New Student

Nice Guy- 100
Hey, not all guys are bad, okay? Sometimes you need to look past the bait and tackle and see a
person for what they really are, even if you don’t do it for others. It’s good that you don’t get
subjected to sexism, as people that have prejudiced views against your gender just seem to not hold
those same views when they look at you. You’re the good one of a bad bunch.

Otaku- 100
It’s not creepy! Not to you! It’s just a way of life that no one else understands but other geeks and
freaks. The ranks of the otaku have another member, since you’ve been a huge fan of some
traditional ‘otaku’ topic for years now. From the standard anime and manga to things like the
Romance of the Three Kingdoms period of history or military vehicles. You’ve got extensive
knowledge, easily the match of the most devoted fan’s years of research, and it’s very easy to enjoy
taking part in your particular hobby for you, lifting your spirits even when you might be feeling
hopeless/

Life of the Little Ones- 100
The small, creepy and often ignored have to stick together, for humans and for animals. When it
comes to these sort of creatures, like insects, rats, pests and so on, you’ve got a real gift. It’s easy for
you to understand and tame them, especially since they’re never hostile towards you without you
giving them ample reason. The little animals even like you and will sometimes cuddle you without
you even training them. Just be aware that others will find your pet cuddly bugs disgusting.

A New Friend Appears- 200
If it were anyone else, finding someone that had the same weird, obscure interests and hobbies as
yourself would be said to be pretty hard. But it happens oddly often for you, even if it’s finding
another person that gets really into obscure foreign history. You’ve got a lot of luck when it comes to
finding friends and perhaps even people that can go beyond just being friends that share your own
interests, coming to mesh well with you. You’ll still need to put in the effort to be friends, this just
helps you meet and find out what you have in common.

Just Have A Bad Look- 200
Is it just something about your face? I can’t imagine why everyone thinks you’re the one that will
turn traitor first. People outside of your friend groups and allies see you as an easy target for
becoming a turncoat, making it a lot more likely that they’ll reveal themselves by trying to get you to
work for them. It’s easy to find out their plans that way and if you want, you can even join them. But
sticking with your real friends will let you double cross the idiots that thought you wouldn’t stick
with your brothers.

Bros For Life- 200
Friendship goes beyond just hanging out with each other. It’s the iron bonds that stand the test of
trials. Even if you are the trial, it seems. Your friends and others that care about you can’t really
bring themselves to hate you, short of you doing some truly horrible things. Even if you badly
humiliate them or almost get them expelled because you were too greedy and horny, they’ll forgive
you without too much effort on your part. You still need to make up for it but you have a general



idea of how you can make them okay with you and an assurance that, unless you’re seriously
beating the shit out of them for bad reasons, they’ll welcome you back.

Jumping Gymnast- 400
What’s with the gymnastics Jumper? Who the heck would teach an obese high-schooler how to do a
flipping backflip? Maybe not even you know where you got your weirdly amazing acrobatic skills,
which let you do everything from standing flips in the air to whole acrobatic routines, regardless of
your size and weight. You’re as light on your feet as a ballerina, even when you’re about 100
kilograms over the right weight.

The Spirit of Zhuge Liang- 400
When the guys need a plan, you’re the other guy that they come running to. You have a brilliant
mind for strategy, especially when working with little to nothing, which is the usual situation for your
mates. You know how to get the best use out of low quality allies and resources, as well as just make
clever plans in general. Escaping from the school prison is hard but not impossible and if they give
you an hour, you might have a half dozen plans ready to try out. Your plans often seem to have just
a bit more luck than they usually would, enough to push a just barely failed idea into a very close
success.

I Will Do ANYTHING For My Friend- 400
For your brother, you’ll go through hell. No amount of shame, pain or misery will make you back
down from standing with a friend. You have the will to force yourself through pain, fear and even
the most humiliating of tasks, at least when it comes to a friend in need. Should a brother have true
need of you, you can even make that final effort, the most anyone could ask for, and shit yourself in
public to make a distraction. Your school reputation? It’s nothing compared to what your friend
needed. And even when a friend doesn’t need you, you’re still a stubborn mountain goat when it
comes to staring terror in the face.

Genuinely Charismatic- 600
For a guy, especially a pervy freak like your friend group, it’s actually kind of amazing how likeable
you are.People naturally like you, even against normal biases they might have for you, and find that
you inspire and even, should they be interested in your gender, rather charm them. It’s very easy for
you to befriend most people, to get people interested in you on a romantic or even sexual level,
even if they’re the sort of man-hating ladies that lock you up in prison. It doesn’t hurt that you often
end up in situations that make befriending people, or getting into lewd situations with them, much
more possible. As good an opener as it is, it’s probably good if you try to tone down the weird stuff
too, since people can still come to hate you if you screw with them enough.

Thinking Quick- 600
When things are down to the wire, that’s when you will emerge from your cocoon and show the
world what you can do! You’re extremely good at thinking fast and adapting on the fly, getting much
more intelligent, charismatic and all around competent when you’ve got no plan, no clue and no
time to sit around and think. You remain calm and in control more so the worse the situation gets
too. Others might think that the guards being right around the corner, about to see you during your
prison break, is enough to make one panic and lose control. For you? It might just have ensured your
escaped after all!



Mighty Jumper- 600
There’s no way you can be human. Seriously no way. Not with that sort of body. You’re at least
seven feet tall already and unnaturally strong even for that size. It’s not hard at all for you to carry
multiple people on your back or pull hundreds of kilos, even if you’re a seven foot lard ass instead of
anyone actually fit. But what’s much more menacing is that the crazier you get, the bigger and
stronger you get as well. Some pretty bad anxiety, stress and hunger might give you a couple more
inches of height but having a crazy dominatrix screw you up until you’re little more than a human
shaped dog, snarling ferally at her foes? You’d be big enough for three high school girls to ride on
your head and swallow people whole, like some sort of human elephant. No one finds this weird
however. Or comments on it at all. Outside of fear. There’s a lot of fear.



Student

Cracking Masks- 100
High school is a time when everyone learns to put on the masks they’ll need to survive the rest of
their life. But sometimes those masks get a little stuck and you need some help to get others to see
the real you. Well, now the people closest to you can see the real you, not whatever front you put
up, at least when it might benefit you in the long run. A man might not be able to see you as his
desired dominatrix, but only because he can see the more innocent girl inside you that he would
want to take on a proper date. Maybe it’ll even turn into a genuine romance if you really give it a try.

Drawn to Life- 100
The world is just a picture, waiting to be painted. Few have the camera-like skill with sketching,
drawing and painting to capture life as you do however. It’s almost effortless to draw anyone you’ve
seen in all manner of imagined situations, outfits, positions and fantasies. If you really put in some
work, people might even momentarily think it was an actual picture! It’d be best to keep the lurid
drawings locked away though, especially from the people they depict.

Dresses Make the Ladies- 100
It’s not something any of us can get by without in these days. A brilliant sense for fashion, towards
what you wear and what would look fantastic on other people, is what you find yourself possessing
now. It’s simple for you to make an ordinary girl look like a star and you’ve got a knack for finding
the clothes where they’re cheaper without being worse too. You’re even a burgeoning talent at
making your own clothes, though there will be years of practice before you can really come into your
own.

Strength In Numbers- 200
Fighting alone is just too lonely. When you’re doing that desperate struggle to get first place, what
else could be more helpful than the one person you care about cheering you on from the sides?
Friends often appear when you need them, even if you don’t think they’re near. It won’t make the
impossible possible but as long as they could’ve been there to help you, at least one almost certainly
will. Sometimes it’s as simple as yelling like a madwoman about how awesome they think you are,
even if you’re at some high class dinner where everyone will look down on her from it. Other times,
they’ll come running in to smack your bully in the face and be there to kick the crap out of them with
you or just get beaten up while staying by your side.

Little Good Lies- 200
When someone looks you in the eye, they struggle to tell a lie, especially if they know you well.
You’ve always been good at telling when people are hiding something from you or lying to you but
when you know someone closely, like a friend or loved family member, it goes a little beyond that.
That person will slip up constantly from trying to hide something from you, sometimes accidentally
revealing it to you outright, at least when it’s not for your benefit. Some secrets are best kept from
you.

Matchmaking Yourself- 200
Love is just an artificial thing, right? So making someone love you should be just like baking a cake.
You just need the right recipe of traits to catch their eye and draw them in. You’ve got a special skill
for figuring out exactly what other people want, really want, from their romantic partners and you’re
pretty good at making yourself seem to have these traits. Without a lot of effort, it likely won’t hold



up if you get too close, but you can definitely fool most people into thinking that you’re the perfect
girlfriend material for them, at least for the first few weeks. It also helps for getting others together
with their perfect partners, if you were feeling less malicious.

Abuse of Power- 400
Maybe you’re just settling in to a future career in politics? You’ve already got one part of the job
down. When it comes to abusing the power of a position you hold, whether it’s being the student
council president or the CEO of a major company, you can get away with a lot. You could imprison
students against their will in the school while forcing them to do humiliating, tiring labour and even
beat them for refusing, and no one would seem to have an issue. Causing serious bodily harm or
death does make people look past this, as does threatening too many people at once, but you can
break a lot of laws and people won’t really do more than think you’re an asshole.

Born to Bully- 400
What a nasty little talent you have. You’re a natural bully, the sort of person that can tear all but the
most strong willed heroines down and leave them as sobbing wrecks. From the physical to the
emotional, you’re a natural master at dealing out trauma to others, especially when it comes ot
making it last. You can make seemingly innocent jokes that haunt someone for years with enough
effort or torment someone enough that it buries your poisonous barbs deep in them, laying in wait
for years. If you laid the ground work already, you’re even able to use those old wounds you gave
from humiliating people and force them to experience it like they were a kid again, sometimes
forcing people into a child like state or often into serious panic attacks, depending on how harsh you
were earlier. Plus, you’re almost as effective at pitting friends against each other to break them up
as you are at emotionally torturing people you don’t like.

Nice Girl Charms- 400
It’s rare for most people to see someone as naturally adorable as you are. You were the cutest baby
at birth and that hasn’t changed since. Most people think of you as adorable, innocent and harmless
when they see you and find it hard to believe anything bad of you. They might think you’re a bit
dumb if you look it but that you could be some cruel bully? Doesn’t sound likely. If you start acting
the way you look, people will find you even more attractive. Perhaps you’re just blessed that acting
like a normal, cute and nice girl makes you look better than the sultry sluts the school is filled with. If
people actually see you being mean, they’ll quickly stop believing in your image, even if they still find
you cute and enough people knowing could spread the information to others too.

Breaking For Beasts- 600
Everyone has a monster inside of them, it just takes some pushing to get it released. You’re not
much of a dominatrix when it comes to pleasuring people or causing them pain but where your skills
can be found is breaking people totally and building them back into monsters. Through the right
application of tools and methods, you can bring most people to a state like that of a rabid dog, loyal
only to your violent directions. Not only is it difficult to break someone free of this state, if still
possible with the right stimuli, but it results in their bodies becoming larger, twisted and unnaturally
powerful versions of themselves, perhaps even enough for several people to ride on their head like a
titan if they had a large size already.

Green Eyes- 600
Who the fuck lets others pass them by, when they have this much potential? Yeah, those others girls
might have talent but what you have is a lot more potent. You’ve got envy and a fucking lot of it too.



You’re able to lock yourself onto another person, becoming weirdly and dangerously obsessed with
them, but in the process you’ll find yourself growing and learning many times faster when it comes
to things that that focused person is already great at, at least until you match them. Even if your
highschool sports idol has been practicing the sport they’re talented at since they were a little kid,
you could catch up in a single school term of furious work. Just keep in mind that your obsessions
can veer wildly between depraved lusts, violent hatred, worshipful devotion and other unpredictable
extremes. If it is used against you in a obvious enough way or puts your life in danger, you’ll find the
obsession snapping and letting you think normally, though you can manually detach yourself with a
few minutes thought as well.

Miss Fortune- 600
Since when is magic a real thing? It’s just luck. Really, just luck. Even if it seems like magic. You’ve got
the ability to unleash a barely controlled, massive event of bad fortune to help yourself out of a
sticky situation. It requires you to bind some part of yourself, even as simple as tying your hair into
buns, and the longer that bind remains, the crazier the bad luck can get. It won’t result in harm to
you directly but, if you’ve held it down for a year or two, could go as far as causing a series of events
that crashes a helicopter onto the opposing sports team during the school festival, destroying a large
part of the school too. Your bad luck causes a chain of misfortune that spreads chaos to many
different characters, ending in something that will usually help you out of whatever you’re stuck in
at the moment, provided you have enough bad luck saved up.



Underground Student

Straight Thinking- 100
Being fair can be really hard, most of all when it’s being fair to yourself. Maybe not as hard for you
though, as you’ve been able to objectively examine your own biases and attitudes when you want
since you were a little girl, seeing what is based on your personal dislikes and the like and what is
truth or at least truth as you know from the information you have. It also helps in keeping a clear
head during emotional situations, as long as you can remember to step back and ask yourself what
you’re feeling and what you actually know for sure.

Dirty Girls- 100
The age of clean femininity being the height of beauty is long gone. These days? Filth is good and
few girls can be as filthy as you. Getting dirty just makes you look hotter to most people, even the
prudes that normally avoid that sort of thing, and you’re able to make yourself sweat, drool or exert
other bodily fluids in rather absurd amounts when you want. Working up a full sheen of sweat over
some light exercise is easy and when you’re covered in dirt, sweat and a little blood from your
efforts? You’ll find few guys can’t hide their reactions from you.

It’s Okay When I Do It- 100
Using words in the right way can lead people astray, especially when it’s about realising whether or
not you’re being a hypocritical bitch. Hypocrisy is exceptionally easy for you to sneak past people,
both in words and actions, so they don’t notice what you’re doing now is what you said was awful
before. As long as you can get people to accept it’s okay for you to do or say something right now,
they’ll generally completely forget about you protesting the exact same thing a week before. People
directly affected by this hypocrisy are going to be a lot less affected though, even if they can’t
change other people’s minds much.

Ice Queen- 200
The words were never more accurate than when used for you. Your forte is your incredible self
control over your emotions, letting you easily hide anything you’re feeling from others seeing and
even stopping yourself from acting on all but the most wild of feelings. You’ll almost always look cool
and in command, and feel like it too, but you can also let your emotions show outwardly while
retaining control on the inside. It’s a neat trick for getting back at those that try to rile you up. If you
just keep yourself calm and blank though, most people will find themselves pretty unnerved to face
off against you.

Submit To Me- 200
Anyone can be dominant but truly becoming a Dominatrix takes an in-born talent, a sense for exactly
how to act at all times. Just like Maiko, you have that feeling about you, an aura that by itself makes
your every movement, expression and word feel like it is meant to make others feel lesser. You know
a great deal about how to dominate, humiliate and torment others, easily figuring out the specifics
that individuals might want on their own, and can bring them to great enjoyment or serious pain.
You’ve not got too much practice just yet but no doubt you’ll have many opportunities to come.

Soft and Squishy- 200
You have a naturally cute demeanour, one that makes you seem far less threatening and dangerous
than you really are, so much so that even people that have seen how psycho you can get can be
lured into being off guard. Even when someone knows that you’re the kind of crazy lady that will



kick the hell out of them before making out and then want to urinate in their mouth, they have a
good chance of not running away from you or attacking on sight if you’re trying to act cute. People
just struggle to see you as a danger, even when they really should know better.

Personal Stalkers- 400
People always want what they can’t have and you’ve made yourself quite exclusive. If anything,
when people feel negatively towards you at all, they start to feel like they want you more and more.
Those that hate you, feel jealousy or envy towards you, actually grow more and more attracted to
you as those feelings intensify and if you put effort into it, you can even turn those feelings to
positive ones of similar intensity by solving the problem that caused those negative feelings to
bloom in the first place.

Love Pains- 400
The years of hard work didn’t come without their rewards. You put in the sweat and tears to take a
martial art to the next level, becoming a highly skilled practitioner of a martial art of your choice,
which appears frighteningly effective. It’s no issue for you to take down even an adult man, despite
being a highschool girl, as long as they don’t have combat training of their own. You’re also pretty
damn scary most of the time, but especially when you’re attacking someone, and it’s no trouble at
all to give yourself certain traits reminiscent of a yandere-type character.

Dangerously Obsessed- 400
Or we can just skip right ahead to the full blown yandere deal, huh? For you, bullying and hurting
and being mean to other people might cause them to react as normal outwardly but on the inside, if
you intend for it, they’ll slowly develop affection for you in their hearts. It takes a while to work,
especially if you’re not being severe, but they might eventually love you back too. Lust at the very
least. As well, people never really report your actions or try to get help as long as you focus solely on
them personally, even when you seriously hurt them. Someone else seeing what you do? They’ll run
for help like normal. But your love is all yours, just as it should be.

School Celebrity- 600
It’s not for nothing that you get all those stares. You’re generally talented and pretty good at most
things, easily learning most tasks and finding yourself often considered in the higher ranks of
prodigies when it comes to academics or sports activities. With only a little effort, you’d easily be the
star of any school, and putting in a lot could take you much, much further. Thankfully, your
competence will very rarely cause jealousy or inadequacy in others. Much more often, it’ll inspire
admiration, respect and hard work in other people, making them want to catch up to you and follow
the great examples you set in life.

Womanly Might- 600
A beast in beautiful flesh if anyone ever saw one. A lot of people here tend to be pretty but very few
are the sex bombs that you can claim to be now. Not only are you just out of this world attractive,
likely with a body as exaggerated as Meiko’s own busty form, you’ve also come to share her absurd
physicality. Lifting an adult man one handed into the air by the scruff of his neck is simple and few
people are faster than you. In raw physical ability, even as a teenage girl, you’ve got the ability to
match higher level olympians in strength, speed, agility and endurance. You might not have the
training, outside of years of perfect dieting and gym work, but most people get knocked out in one
punch from you anyway.



Queen- 600
The air of a ruler is about you, shown nowhere better than the way that you inspire unbelievable
amounts of loyalty in others by helping them, especially by being their friends. Just a few months of
friendships can forge an unbreakable bond, such that your friends would risk serious harm to their
body and their own future goals to help you when it matters. It’s hard for people to not like you
more and more as time goes on and you spend more of it together, even if they only considered you
an acquaintance at first. A few years work and you might be the undisputed queen of the school.



Adult

Emphatic Speech- 100
Few men are so…refined! Rare…is the fellow that can hope to match your…wit! Indeed, your very
speech stands out before all other men as refined, cultured and….dramatic! This requires no effort
on your part to speak this way and….even allows you to eloquently describe and explain any feeling
or belief you have, regardless of if it is…strange! Only the great chairman himself can match
you…now!

Brazilian Booty- 100
These years, a man can find trouble getting the time and opportunity to indulge his particular
perversions without trouble. How we learn to long for yester-year, when there were so few
restrictions on our desires. It may not match your fantasies but with this, you’ll find you always get a
chance to enjoy your perverted interests without real cost or risk associated. Most of the time, it’ll
only be in a minor way. Often seeing women walking by that hit just the right marks for you or
finding a magazine line that perfectly suits you and is easily kept hidden. But sometimes, rarely,
you’ll be able to indulge fully without issue, allowed to savour your dark lusts.

Serious Business- 100
When a man’s a real man, he’s always a real man. It doesn’t matter if he’s wearing nothing but his
birthday suit while playing golf, he remains a man. No matter what you’re looking or acting like,
people struggle to not treat you as totally seriously as a man needs to be treated. Your daughter
would take your wise lessons to heart even when you’re doing mostly naked golfing and not think
anything of it.

The Action Hero- 200
Life is boring? Life is dull? Not for a man. A real man has life draw him into the best it has to offer
and so long as you don’t resist, your life will drop you into crazy stories right out of a classic action
movie. From pretty broads that need something found to drug cartels putting a bounty on your head,
you’ll never have a dull day in your life. Surprisingly, the plots you get drawn into are very unlikely to
harm you seriously or kill you, almost like it really was an action movie being filmed without your
knowledge. Those cartels will be barely able to hit the broad side of a barn when firing at you, men
get knocked out in a single blow from your untrained and moderately fit fists and those desperate
ladies fawn over your heroics. It’ll only help the stories this gets you into though, those you take of
your own initiative are up to you on your own, hero.

The Head Master- 200
There are, at times, a need for skills that pay for your bills. Administration is hardly a worthy life for a
man but it is an efficient one, one you took to like a fish to the great blue sea. You’re an excellent
administrator, manager and organiser, most particularly when it comes to running a school. You
might not have the skills to teach or do other jobs but you can superbly aid and enhance the efforts
of those that do. You have a keen eye for what goes on in your organisation, the skill to expertly
manage both employees and clients such as students and even ensure that others comes to respect
your positions’ authority, even if they don’t care for you.

Trail of Memories- 200
A man’s thoughts are his own and neither other men nor mother nature herself can take them from
him, not for good. Not for you. Your memories are never lost for good, no matter what happens to



your brain and they always eventually return, though at times they might wait until the right
stimulus appears to come back. Those things truly important to you, the face of your beloved
daughter for instance, are also always remembered without ever being lost in the first place. You
might not have the entire context available but it’ll provide a good lead for you to find the rest of
your memories if you follow the trails.

Wrong Path- 400
It’s the forbidden fruit that tempts most dearly and few men can hold a candle to how you can
tempt others. Like the snake in the garden, even the women loyal to others find themselves helpless.
People already in relationships find that they can’t help but be attracted to you, far more than they
should and as if they weren’t already with someone. Should you actually pursue one of these people,
it’s almost too easy to make them run away with you. You’re also absolutely amazing in bed, which
helps a whole lot.

Silver Fox- 400
The soul of a real man is shown as he ages in his form. A noble guy like yourself, it’s clear to all that
you’re one of the good ones. You’re excessively handsome even in your youth but as you aged, it
just got better and better. You get more handsome and attractive as you age. Your body never sags
or degrades and your mind remains clear, as able a hunter as you were as a young man, though
eventually father time will still catch up with you.

Well Lived Life- 400
It’ a wealth of life experiences that turned you into the man you are today. Many years spent around
the world, learning countless different trades, having many adventures, loving, losing and fighting
your heart out. It shows in your current skill set, rather like that of a real life action hero. You’re an
expert driver, outdoorsman and gunner, with experience in fighting, survival and tracking. Running
from a crime gang is a minor task and diving into rapids to save a lost child is a thoughtless task.
You’re even a decent medic, from your many injuries to yourself and others in the past.

Mr Important- 600
Once you become an adult, stuff like winning the school sports competition seems so small. Now the
competitions you need to win are for political offices. The game might have changed but the
thoughts remain the same. You’ve become pretty important as you aged, starring as a influential
political figure with more than a few criminal connections and a rather decently proportioned
fortune. You’d certainly be one of the big players in your hometown city, though the criminal
element to your support base can cause you to get in trouble now and then.

Eye of the Tiger- 600
You’ve found ways to have the adventures and the skills of an action hero but now you need the
most important part. The luck. When it comes to surviving absurd things, you’ve got more luck than
anyone outside of a movie. Surviving falls from crashing helicopters unharmed, going off rocky
waterfalls with nothing more than temporary memory loss, walking by explosions without a scratch,
you can do it all. Your luck is strong and suited entirely towards making you more of an action hero,
causing enemies to blunder about and miss against you, whereas your own shots are far more
accurate than normal. Take it to a casino and you won’t be any luckier than a normal man but a back
alley brawl against a gang of thugs is more likely than not to end in you standing over some battered
fools.



I’m An Ass Man- 600
When two people share a love, it calls out to them both. You hear that desperate cry, the sound of a
kindred spirit desperate for attention, and you can answer to it’s content. You’re able to notice
anyone that truly shares the interests or loves that you do, whether it be for a fetish or a way of life
or even a person you both care for, and quickly bring about intense relationships between the two
of you just for the sake of that shared interest. Two men that both share a true love and
understanding of the bottom and it’s greatness can become like battle brothers because of that
affection. You’ll find it surprisingly common to encounter those that share your stranger interests
and loves as well, even characters you might not have expected to be into it. Allies await wherever
you go.



Items
100CP items are free for their origin and other associated items are discounted.

New Student

Idol- 100
A silly little bottle, made into one of those primary school bottle rockets, and decorated with a silly
face and attachments. It’s nothing really, some cheap plastic, but it inspires you when you look at it
in times of need. The sight of your idol, it lifts your spirits just a little in the darkest hour and despite
how unlikely it may seem, it often appears to you when you feel that despair.

Pet- 200
From a swarm of bugs to a friendly big dog, you’ve bought or found yourself a loyal and loving pet.
They’ll listen to your commands, even if it doesn’t make sense for the animal, and prove surprisingly
difficult to harm or kill, if just from luck. Being with your pets will calm you down, even in horrible
situations, and playing with them quickly refreshes any fatigue you might feel or feelings of
oppression you might have, motivating you to fight on some more.

Escape Kit- 400
A small sack filled with a set of escape tools, which appear oddly relevant to whatever place you are
currently stuck or imprisoned in, if through weird means. In a stone prison in an all female school as
a guy? Both tools to dig through stone as well as a crossdressing outfit to disguise yourself will be
among the more general escaping tools. A military base has you prisoner? Perhaps wire cutters and
tools to listen in on the radios used by the soldiers. Rarely will there be anything worth more than a
few hundred dollars on it’s own, at least for where you find yourself, and never will there be things
primarily used as weapons, plus the kit can only be used once a day. Luckily, others never seem to
notice the sack or the tools from it on you, as long as you at least attempt to hide it.



Student

Creepy Cosplay- 100
This isn’t creepy at all, it’s just a cosplay outfit for someone you know. Like another character from
this story. Including a wig, the right make-up, even some instructions to make yourself look alike!
There’s a secret stash of used clothes from the chosen person as well, clearly for research purposes
and for no other reason. If you really want, you filth, you can get a new set in future settings. As long
as it’s normal clothing.

Blackmail- 200
People value their secrets too much sometimes. It gives them weaknesses, ones you can take
advantage of. You’ve got a little letter filled with embarrassing photos about a person of your choice
in the school, even Mari or Kate, and the person is very likely to not want them spread. Apparently,
the photos are quite real, though it will depend on the person as to whether they care if you publish
them. They’re not exactly depicting anything illegal, just very humiliating things. Every year, you’ll
get another letter for a person of your choice.

Aboveground Student Council Leadership- 400
A leading spot on the aboveground student council, the supposed official ruling student body of the
school. Realistically, they don’t have much power but they are favoured quite a bit more by the
teachers of the school and, should the underground council be disbanded, would have similar
amounts of power over the school. As the leader of the ASC, you’ll find yourself close friends with
Kate and her two followers, who would be very happy to help you take down the underground
student council. In future worlds, you’ll find yourself at the very least starting on the local governing
body or student organisation, from the town council to being class president. A position of decent
authority that with work, can be made to have more.



Underground Student

Black Boxes- 100
Everything you’d need to properly outfit any budding new dominant. From the leather outfit filled
closet to the chests on chests of bondage gear and specialised equipment. Most important is the
collection of whips, riding crops and other tools to punish others, sturdy and able to deliver a painful
lick to even the sturdiest and most thickheaded of subjects. There’s even a little black book that
teaches you a lot of the starting stuff in this profession, helpful for beginners.

Prison- 200
Like the one the USC uses to imprison any that break the school rules, you own your own sturdy
little prison block. Placed nearby the academy or some property that you own, this short and stout
block of black stone makes for a highly capable prison, despite lacking the basics of technology
beyond lights. The walls are thick and the bars sturdy, as well as rather uncomfortable rooms and
prison outfits available. There’s even work gear securely locked away to enforce physical labour with.
Being locked in this prison saps the wills and hopes of those within over time, making them easier to
break, turn on each other and manipulate. Amazingly, putting people in here won’t result in any
legal trouble either, unless they die or are locked away for more than three years.

Underground Student Council Position- 400
A senior place within the underground student council, alongside Mari and Meiko and Hana, which
traditionally enforces the old and often unwritten rules of Hachimitsu Academy, though it is much
more popular these days and controls much of the school. You’re quite good friends with them but
more importantly, as part of the USC, you’ve got a huge amount of pull with the student body. The
teachers might prefer to defer to the ASC but your popularity lets you often dictate class activities
and even ostracised disliked students from everyone. Being on the USC comes with enemies, like the
ASC, so keep an eye out. In future worlds, you’ll often get drawn into similar unofficial student or
employee organisations with a lot of pull, often as a junior member. Here, at least, you’re starting on
the same level as Hana and Meiko.



Adult

Stacks- 100
An unlimited supply of porn for your favourite kind of pornography? Well, I guess if no one else is
taking it? It comes in a unmarked cardboard box, containing both a flash drive with electronic copies
and any magazine you could want for the physical stuff. Just don’t let your daughter see you reading
into the weird shit.

Sweet Ride- 200
Life has been good to you, you have to admit. Few men get to drive around in a car like you have
now. It’s one of the classics, a shining jewel from greater years in decades past. Whether it be a
classy sedan or a still roaring muscle car, it’s got the experience to match your own and remains in
impeccable condition. Should it be damaged at all, the misuse will disappear by the next day,
returning your new darling to you free of harm.

Admin Position- 400
No mere employee, at least not on the lower levels, anymore. You’re up there with management,
possibly even as the chairman of a different academy to Hachimitsu if you don’t want to be second
in command to the Chairman here. It’s a well paying job, enough to afford a very nice house and an
even nicer car or two, plus it comes with a decent amount of prestige in the local area. You’ll always
have such a esteemed job waiting for you in the future worlds and, both here and there, you’ll find
your job requires barely any work from you. Spending a few hours enjoying quality pornography
while at work is quite common.



Companions
Import- 50 per
An option to allow you to bring friends or make new ones entirely. Every 50CP spent will let you
import an existing companion or create a new companion, with traits such as their appearance and
history and relation to you under your control. Each companion will gain one origin and all
connected freebies and discounts associated with it, along with 600CP to spend on their own builds.

Canon- 50 per
This option gives you the chance to bring along characters already in this world. Each 50CP purchase
of this option grants you a slot which you can use on a single character of your choice in this world,
so long as they agree to come with. You can also set the slot to a single character before going in but
guarantee that that person will meet with you several times, at least, and always on exceptionally
positive circumstances that make it far easier for you to befriend and get to know the character.



Drawbacks
You may take up to 800CP worth of drawbacks from the following list.

Girls Are Watching- +100
Be warned Jumper. If you ever do something perverted, people will know. From a lustful stare, an
accidental brush of your hand against a bottom or even just a few too many lewd thoughts.
Everyone will notice around you and stare. All the girls are watching. Those stares you feel after that
nasty thought? They’re real.

Archaic Honour- +100
Honour among brothers is a noble thing but you take it a bit too far. You’re obsessively loyal to your
friends and unnecessarily willing to sacrifice yourself for them. One of the group has to do
something humiliating? You can be pretty sure you’ll be leaping to volunteer. Try to avoid situations
where you need to shit yourself to help your friend get out of trouble.

Misandry/Misogyny- +100
You might not fit in with the main cast without a healthy dose of bigotry, huh? Unlike most, but not
all, of the main characters, you won’t be able to get over your problems with either males or females
so easily. You have to pick one and you’ll find yourself hating people just for being that gender.
Mistrusting and constantly annoyed by their every action, if you aren’t outright plotting to drive
them away by any means. With years of work and good examples, you might be able to get over
your issues, but you’ll struggle much more than many to do so.

You’re A Katherine- +200
It’s not something you can help, it’s like love gone rotten. You’ve gotten obsessed with someone in
the school, to dangerous levels. You desperately desire for them to love you, to be like them and to
be better than them all at once. It’s a desire that drives you to centre your efforts and plans around
your chosen person, only getting worse as time passes on. Certainly, the idea of getting rid of this
person is unimaginable to you, no matter how much you love-hate them at the time.

Big Guy, Little Will- +200
Feeling good is great but when the only way it happens is through worse and worse pain, shame and
degradation? Then you probably have a problem. You’re a grade A masochist and it’s obvious to
anyone even a little dominant, something they know they can take advantage of with the right
words and actions against you. You could even be turned against your friends if someone had you in
their grip long enough, such is the strength of your desire.

Outcast- +200
You’ve already done the dirty. Through the ultimate shame, you violently executed your social life
and everyone knows about it. You’re a total social outcast through the school and the surrounding
neighbourhood, to the point that many people will pretend you don’t exist at all, even the adults.
Rare will be the sort that merely give you a filthy look, as most ignore you or treat you like dirt.
Thankfully, people don’t refuse paid service, at least not the vital ones. And worst of all, if you move
too far away, you’ll accidentally humiliate yourself again.



Lost Action Hero- +300
It’s all gone. Your memories of the past removed by a bad hit to the forehead. They won’t come back
until ten years have passed or you leave this world, even if you have a friend there to try and help
you remember. What’s worse, is that you will often mistakenly believe that strangers are people
from your past, who may lead you into more and more trouble. They’re usually just fine taking
advantage of you, at least for a little while, before they reveal the truth or you find it out.

Chain of Misery- +300
When things go wrong, they really go wrong. Bad luck strikes you now and then, at least once every
few weeks, and when it does, things rapidly get worse and worse. Every time this misfortune hits,
it’ll start with something small. Tripping over a loose stick or being a few minutes late to the bus. But
they’ll roll into bigger misfortunes in a chain of bad luck, as more and more things go wrong around
you. Eventually, cars will be careening uncontrolled towards you, gas pipes explode near by and
crazed madmen appear with you as their immediate target. Nothing will guarantee your death, only
put you in constant danger and threats to your life, only avoidable with quick thinking, skills and
fitness.

Butt Mad- +300
You’ve been inflicted with a particularly nasty case of hemorrhoids, one that won’t go away or be
able to be managed during your time here. You’ll be dealing with severe pain, bleeding, irritation
and discomfort around your butt for most of your time here. It won’t ever result in an infection, as
long as you’re not getting one normally, but the pain ad discomfort can’t be suppressed or made
into something you don’t need to deal with.



Notes
Special thanks to my handsome honey NuBee, for all the help and laughs.

That was pretty…good!


